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TADDEO ZUCCARI (attributed to) 
(Sant’Angelo in Vado, 1529 – Rome, 1566) 

 
Mercury in flight as he lights a torch 

Detached fresco, stacco a massello method 

151 x 179 cm 

Rome, 1560 circa 
 
 
       This exquisite Mercury in flight raises quite a few intriguing queries. The fresco was undoubtedly 

removed from a 16th century noble palazzo some centuries ago, as evidenced by the technique 

employed in its detachment: the so-called stacco a massello in which the wall painting is removed 

along with its entire support. Seeing as how this involves detaching the wall itself, from the mid-

18th century onward, the technique was gradually replaced by less radical methods: stacco and 

strappo.  
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The former involves the removal of the arriccio along with the intonaco; the latter, consists in easing 

away only the thin, more superficial layer containing the pigment particles of the fresco1. The work 

here in question presents clear traces of soot-stain, leading to the reasoned conclusion that its 

original position – in keeping with the iconography – was most likely over a fireplace. 

The style evidenced in this sophisticated composition recalls Tuscan-Roman Mannerism. More 

specifically, the language belonging to that generation of artists – among these, Francesco Salviati, 

Giorgio Vasari, Prospero Fontana – whose homage to the genius that was Michelangelo, they 

beautifully declined in refined, intellectual fusion, appropriate to the high clergy or aristocratic 

patronage, such as that to be found in Rome and Medicean Florence.  

 Fig. 1 

The elegance of the figure in flight, its entwined semi-transparent veil, and the plasticity of the 

twisted pose recall even more closely decorative motifs elaborated in the Roman workshop of the 

painter Taddeo Zuccari, particularly during the 1550s and ‘60s. These were years in which business 

flourished for the artist from the Marches; success due in large part to relevant Papal commissions 

– Pope Julius III Ciocchi del Monte (1550-55), Pope Paul IV Carafa (1555-59), and Pope Pius IV Medici 

di Marignano (1559-65). Probative comparison can be made with the hovering Christ in the 

Conversion of St. Paul in the Frangipani Chapel in S. Marcello, Rome (1559) (Fig. 1); work begun by 

                                                 
1 Regarding the strappo and distacco methods for detaching frescoes, see: S. Rinaldi, Fonti sulle tecniche di 
strappo e stacco tra Sette e Ottocento, in L’incanto dell’affresco. Capolavori strappati, exhibition catalogue edited by 
L. Ciancabilla, C. Spadoni, Ravenna 2014, vol. 2, pp. 21-27. Regarding this type of conservation practice 
in Rome, see: F. Giacomini, Il distacco a Roma, dal Cinquecento all’Unità, ibid., pp. 39-47. 
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Taddeo but finished by his brother, Federico, upon his untimely death2. The perfectly formed, 

foreshortened figure of Christ clearly illustrates the powerful influence Michelangelo’s Last 

Judgement nudes had on Zuccari who, however, rendered the figure with the same harmonic, 

decorative approach found in the Mercury here presented. The clearly visible, precise outlines of the 

frescoed figures indicate use of a preparatory cartoon and indirect incision in the transfer of the 

drawing to painting, confirming the authorship of a maestro – someone highly skilled in the difficult 

art of mural fresco painting – an artist the stature of Taddeo.  

Further support to the hypothesis that the elder Zuccari – or an artist active in his circle, from his 

atelier – is, in fact, the author of this work can be found in the words of Giorgio Vasari: “Avendo 

compro Mattiolo, maestro delle poste al tempo di papa Giulio [III n.d.a.], un sito in Campo Marzio, e murato 

un casotto molto comodo, diede a dipignere a Taddeo la facciata di chiaroscuro: il qual Taddeo vi fece tre storie 

di Mercurio messaggiero degli Dii, che furono molto belle; ed il restante fece dipignere ad altri con disegni di 

sua mano”3 (Mattiolo, the Postmaster at the time of Pope Julius [III, author’s note], purchased a site 

in the Campo Marzio, and built there a very commodious house, he then commissioned Taddeo to 

paint the façade in chiaroscuro: Taddeo, himself, executed there three stories regarding Mercury, 

the messenger of the Gods, which were very beautiful; and the rest, he had others paint after 

drawings by his own hand). That the postmaster-general Mattiolo’s house was located in via della 

Pallacorda, near palazzo Firenze (which belonged to the Ciocchi del Monte family, that of Julius III) 

finds probable validation in a 17th century script4. Although it is not possible to recognise our fresco 

in the façade paintings, those called “chiaroscuro” by Vasari, it is however conceivable that “the 

rest” of the frescoes to which the Tuscan scholar refers were to be found inside the house, they too 

depicting stories related to the Messenger of the Gods.  

 

Fig. 2 

                                                 
2 Regarding works by Taddeo and Federico Zuccari, see: C. Acidini Luchinat, Taddeo e Federico Zuccari 
fratelli pittori, 2 vols., Florence 1998-99. Regarding the Frangipani chapel, see: ibid., vol. 1, pp. 59-75. 
3 G. Vasari, Le vite de’ più eccellenti pittori, scultori ed architettori, Florence 1568, edited by G. Milanesi, Florence 
1906, VII, p. 83. 
4 Cf. [P. Romano], Roma nel Cinquecento. Campomarzio. IV rione, first part, Rome 1939, pp. 31, 41. The 
anonymous 17th century source cited reads: «dal Mattiolo, incontro alle Poste, al tempo di papa Giulio (la 
casa) fu dipinta di chiaro e scuro da Taddeo Zuccaro, il quale vi fece tre storie di Mercurio messaggero 
degli Dei, che furono molto belle et il ristante fece dipingere a Prospero Fontana et altri con disegno» [at 
the time of Pope Julius, Mattiolo’s (house), opposite the Postal Office, was painted chiaroscuro by 
Taddeo Zuccaro, who executed three stories regarding Mercury, messenger of the Gods, that were very 
beautiful, the rest he had painted by Prospero Fontana and others according to drawings] 
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Another link between our Mercury and Taddeo Zuccari 

may lie in a iconographic interpretation of the painting: 

as decoration for a fireplace, the theme recalls the lighting 

of the hearth with that of Mercury lighting a torch. Most 

assuredly, the sophisticated imagery represents 

something more entailed in terms of symbolism. It would 

seem, in fact, to play on the double meaning of ‘Mercury’ 

– as chemical element, and planetary god. In the first 

interpretation, the metallic element mercury held a 

leading role in alchemy as its chemical form, quicksilver, 

is purified when placed on fire: the transformation of 

matter. In the latter, Mercury behaves as a planet, moving 

among the stars in the celestial vault. The two crossed 

torches – one lit, the other not – might well have found 

inspiration in a letter written to Taddeo Zuccari by the 

humanist Annibal Caro5. The man-of-letters, secretary to 

the Farnese family, advises the artist, suggesting an 

iconographic programme for the Camera dell’Aurora in the Caprarola palazzo Farnese: Twilight in 

the presence of Mercury. The Messenger of the Gods holds two lit torches representing the planet 

Venus in her two incarnations: Phosphorus / Lucifer – the morning star; and Vesperus / Hesperus 

– the evening star6. Indeed, Mercury setting alight a torch might well be a figurative astronomical 

allusion to the planet as it passes Venus. Moreover, the two crossed-torches motif – in the shape of 

double cornucopias – associated with Mercury’s caduceus surmounted by a winged petasus can be 

seen in Andrea Alciati’s Emblemata (1550) (Fig. 2), attended by the motto Virtuti, Fortuna comes (good 

fortune attendant on virtue), indicating Mercury and Fortuna in close conjunction7. 

 

 

                                                 
5 De le lettere familiari del commendatore Annibal Caro. Volume primo, Venice 1597, pp. 180-189, in part. pp. 
185-187. from Rome 2 November 1562. 
6 In the words of Caro: «Venere e Fosforo ed Espero e Crepuscolo, par che si tenga per una cosa 
medesima» [Venus and Phosphorus and Hesperus and Twilight seem to be regarded as one and the 
same thing] 
7 Andrea Alciati, Emblemata, Lugduni 1550, p. 130.  
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One last puzzling question remains to be clarified within the here-outlined context. In the 

foreground, clearly visible, a seemingly-dead tree stump sprouts new growth. The allusion may well 

be to the broncone – one of the Medici family’s oldest heraldic symbols dating back to the time of 

Cosimo the Elder – indicating ties to Florence held by the commissioning family. More in general, 

the budding branch symbolises constant rebirth, an evident representation of eternity. 
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